Fraternities may cancel Greek Week

By FELIPE ALBRIGHT

This year's Greek Week celebration may be canceled after a proposal shortening the Greek Week to a mere two days was approved by IFC local chapter. "We should be doing something to make Greek Week more inclusive and not just a weekend of drinking," said one Greek Week executive. In other words, the IFC members must eliminate alcohol policy, which caters only to a minority of the student body.

The fraternities also have expressed little enthusiasm for a Greek Week that would only feature alcohol. "We're not interested in a Greek Week that's just drinking," said one fraternity representative. But the fraternities must take into account the needs of the university and its students. A Greek Week that only focuses on alcohol is not beneficial to the student body as a whole.

The original decision to change the Greek Week from a full week to a two-day event was made to include more students and to create a more inclusive environment. "We want Greek Week to be for everyone," said one IFC member. "We don't want it to be just for the fraternities." The Greek Week committee will now review the proposal and make changes as necessary.

A Good Looking

SCHUMEREK College junior Jeff Young and College sophomore Brad Smith plan a new game for Greek Week. "We think it could prove popular," he said. "Maybe these ideas could lead to a new interest in the Greek Week, instead of just alcohol.

The fraternities also discussed a proposal for adult involvement in planning Greek Week. "We believe in collaborating with the community and involving the student body in the planning process," said one fraternity representative. "We want Greek Week to be a community event, not just for the fraternities." The Greek Week committee will now review the proposal and make changes as necessary.

'Cafe Flesh' to show at Irvine

By ADRIAN GOLDINSTEIN

The Penn Union Council will screen 'Cafe Flesh' at the University. The film, directed by the internationally renowned filmmaker Deep Throat, is a controversial movie that explores the complexities of the adult entertainment industry. The film has generated a lot of discussion and controversy, especially among those who believe that it promotes unhealthy attitudes towards sex and sexuality.

"We don't show these movies every year, and we don't plan to," said 1st-year Alumna Board president. "Based upon my experience and the feedback we've received, I think this is a good indication that the people on campus want to see more.

"I am very interested in seeing more films like this," added another university official. "We want to raise the same questions but in a different way. We want people to engage in conversations about these issues." The Penn Union Council continues to screen pornography, but if we want to see Offensive films, but if we want to see traditional films, we'll have to raise the same questions but in a different way. We want people to engage in conversations about these issues." The Penn Union Council continues to screen pornography, but if we want to see Offensive films, but if we want to see traditional films, we'll have to raise the same questions but in a different way. We want people to engage in conversations about these issues.

"I want to see Offensive films, but if we want to see traditional films, we'll have to raise the same questions but in a different way. We want people to engage in conversations about these issues."

(Continued on page 1)

 plans unveiled to link campus with computers

By ADRIAN GOLDINSTEIN

The Penn Union Council has unveiled plans to link the campus with computers, which will allow students and faculty to access information and resources quickly and efficiently. The system will include a network of computers that will be linked to a central server, allowing students and faculty to access information from anywhere on campus.

The network will include measures to ensure the security of the system, such as firewalls and encryption. It will be implemented gradually, starting with the most critical systems.

Director of Computer Support Services Professor Jane Kramer said yesterday that the proposal calls for the University to invest in a new computer and information technology infrastructure. "It will be a challenging task, but we believe it is necessary for the University to move forward in this area," she said.

The proposal is not specific in terms of how much money will be allocated for the project. It will be reviewed by the University administration and the faculty and staff executive committee before a final decision is made.

"The focus is on computers," he said. "It's on the technology, not on the entertainment. People will be able to access information and resources quickly and efficiently.

"We have not reached the point where we can say for sure what the final cost will be," said Kramer. "But we are confident that we can proceed with the project within the available resources." The proposal will be reviewed by the University administration and the faculty and staff executive committee before a final decision is made.

"The focus is on computers," he said. "It's on the technology, not on the entertainment. People will be able to access information and resources quickly and efficiently.

"We have not reached the point where we can say for sure what the final cost will be," said Kramer. "But we are confident that we can proceed with the project within the available resources." The proposal will be reviewed by the University administration and the faculty and staff executive committee before a final decision is made.
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STARTING THIS SHABBAT
JOIN US EVERY SHABBAT FOR
SHABBAT STUDY
DEVELOPMENT OF PRACTICAL HALACHAH
45 minutes before Mincha
Rabbi Michael Kaplowitz
A study and discussion of practical problems in Jewish law.
Sessions will trace Halachic development from earliest sources through modern times.

SHABBAT STUDY GROUP
15 minutes after Saturday am kiddush
Jeffrey Schwartz
Hillel at Penn
202 S. 36th St.

WED, OCT 10 @ 8 PM
Tri: $10.50 AD: $11.50 DAY OF SHOW
STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN
FINDING AND APPLYING FOR GRANTS AND FELLOWSHIPS
MB. HARRY CLEMANS, Vice Chancellor, Educational Development
MB. MARVIN KESSLER, Chief, Office for Grants and Fellowships
MB. JAMES PATRICK, Acting Dean of the School of Education
MB. BARBARA KUNKLE, Assistant Dean for Administration, GED
MB. DONALD RYAN, Sr. Associate Dean, The School of Social Service
MB. ROBERT KALLOFF, Director of Transitions, Graduate School
MS. DALE B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Dean for Administration, GCAS

GRADUATE STUDENTS: Interested in Funding?
FINDING AND APPLYING FOR GRANTS AND FELLOWSHIPS
JIM Mc Donald, pastor
Presbyterian and United Church of Christ
202 S. 36th St.
The Destruction of the Delta Iota Parking Space

The destruction of the DU mural was a symbolic act. It marked the end of a period in which people were allowed to express themselves freely. The mural was a place where people could gather and share their ideas. It was a symbol of freedom, and it represented the values of the university.

The mural was destroyed by the university in 1984. This was a symbolic act, as the mural represented the values of the university. The destruction of the mural was a symbol of the university's renewed commitment to its own values. The mural was destroyed by the university in 1984. This was a symbolic act, as the mural represented the values of the university. The destruction of the mural was a symbol of the university's renewed commitment to its own values.
**The University and Minorities: Affirmative Reaction**

When I first saw that the real purpose of a Drexel College Courtyard meeting held to introduce blacks to the University was to discuss the black people’s determination to survive and thrive on the Penn campus, I thought it sounded despicable and, in part, was, indeed, both of those sentiments.

But the issue now at hand is of such importance not only to the University and to the Negro, but to all Americans. While the issue of the University is important, the Negro’s problems are not unique as he is but one of the millions of Negroes in America. They have a right to higher education and to a college education, and the University would be the ideal place for them to obtain such an education.

The question of the desirability of having Negro students in the University is not only a question of Negroes but also of whites. The Negro has the right to an education and the University should provide an opportunity for him.

The Negro student’s responsibilities are as great as those of any other student. He must work hard, study hard, and take his share of the responsibilities. The University should not be a place where he is merely tolerated.

It is important to emphasize that the University is not merely a Negro institution but a multi-racial institution. The University is the place where all students, regardless of race, should be able to get a quality education.

The University does not have the right to discriminate against or exclude any student on the basis of race.

**Cafe Flesh**: To See or Not to See?

By Darcy Fengold

When you’re a kid, do you know what one of the biggest things about your parents is? That they were once beautiful. They were once everything you could ever want. But now they’re not. They’re old. They have wrinkles. They have gray hair.

Sure, these are only a child’s concerns. But as an adult, you can’t see it. You can’t see how beautiful your parents are. You can’t see the way they used to be. You can’t see the way they are. You can’t see the way they have to be.

But these are the only images you have. These are the only people you know. These are the only people you see. These are the only people you can see.
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Advisory group to give faculty more say in admissions process

By RHEUBL WISE

As a step to ensure greater faculty involvement in the undergraduate admissions process, an advisory group of faculty members has formed to aid the admissions office in recruiting prospective students.

The Undergraduate Faculty Advisory Group will also serve as a source of information to prospective students who are curious about the University's academic programs.

Early this month, the president and admissions officials invited a group of faculty members to form an advisory committee on the undergraduate admissions program. The group's first meeting, which 13 faculty members participated in, will be held next Thursday.

The new program has already produced significant results in Faculty Senate and faculty members have expressed enthusiasm about the potential for growth. The program is designed to provide a more structured and well-organized approach to the admissions process, which has historically been less formalized.

The Undergraduate Faculty Advisory Committee will meet regularly to discuss and analyze data related to the admissions process and to provide recommendations to the admissions office.

In addition to faculty members, students and parents are expected to attend the meetings to voice their concerns and provide feedback. The meetings will be open to the public, and the committee welcomes any input or suggestions for improving the admissions process.

The Undergraduate Faculty Advisory Committee will work closely with the admissions office and other university departments to ensure a smooth and efficient process for incoming students. The group aims to provide a more transparent and inclusive approach to admissions, while also giving faculty members a more active role in the process.

The Undergraduate Faculty Advisory Committee is composed of faculty members from various departments, ensuring a diverse range of perspectives and expertise.

The group will meet throughout the academic year, with the aim of issuing regular reports and recommendations to the admissions office and the university administration.

If you have any questions or feedback, please contact the Undergraduate Faculty Advisory Committee at ufacr@stanford.edu.
Justice Dept. backs Temple U.

in Army discrimination lawsuit

By OWEN EDWARDS

The U.S. Justice Department has filed court papers supporting Temple University in a lawsuit against the Army which seeks to bar the institution from recruiting on campus.

The case, which will go before the Philadelphia Human Relations Commission next month, is being closely watched by both sides in a similar lawsuit filed against the Philadelphia Human Relations Commission.

Justice Department Attorney Robert LaPorte said that more than $1 million annually is spent toward training Army recruiters from the Philadelphia area.

But he added that he feels the Department's position is being "well" supported by the evidence before the Commission.

The case will not begin until the Temple case has been resolved, LaPorte said.

According to the suit, Army recruiters have been barred from seeking students on campus because the University has a policy excluding homosexuals.

"It's a question of civil rights under the Constitution," said LaPorte. "It is the government's ability to raise citizens to their feet and make them toe the line that is at issue."
Starting September 30th! To begin delivery September 26th, Call Penn Student Agencies 898-6815

The 2nd Annual Philadelphia Adult Special Olympics

Date: Saturday, Sept. 22
Time: 10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Place: Franklin Field, 33rd & Spruce Streets

We need your help. We’re looking for huggers for the Athletes, and for persons to help run the games. If you can help:

* Sign up at our table on Locust Walk Tues.-Fri.
or
* Call Jeff at 387-0592, Suzanne at 732-7051, or Bob at 386-1293
or
* Show up at Franklin Field at 9:15 on Saturday.

T-Shirts for all volunteers    Lunch will be provided

Rain Date: Same time, Hutchinson Gym
Sponsored by The School of Medicine
Annenberg building renovation nears end

Annenberg building renovation nears end

Benjamin Franklin Scholars presents:

KEVIN VAUGHAN
27th Ward Committee person discussing

STUDENT POLITICAL PARTICIPATION, 1984
Monday, September 24th
7:30 PM
Van Pelt House
All are welcome

ATTENTION WORK-STUDY STUDENTS!

Rewarding and challenging positions are available for TUTORS.
TUTORS IN ALL HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECT AREAS ARE NEEDED.
FLEXIBLE HOURS.
CAMPUS BASED TUTORING.
MOTIVATED STUDENTS
TRAINING PROVIDED.

Office Assistant and General Clerical Positions are available. Interested students should contact 862-3059 or visit the
UPWARD BOUND PROGRAM.
337 Locust Walk.

Two Day Business Seminar
Conducted by Business Systems Group
Xerox Corporation

October 10, 1984 and October 11, 1984

A Unique opportunity to learn about:
• The Corporate Environment
• Time Management
• Professional Selling Skills
• Communication Techniques
• Group Dynamics
• Career Planning

Information sheets will be available at CPPS. All
resumes to be submitted to CPPS, Attention: Barbara
Information sheets will be available at CPPS. All
resumes to be submitted to CPPS, Attention: Barbara

New Location: 226 South 40th Street
Suite #6
386-3100

Get to the answers faster.
With the TI-55-II.

What you need to tackle
the higher mathematics of a
science or engineering cur-
riculum are more functions-
more functions than a simple
slide-rule calculator has.

Enter the TI-55-II; with
112 powerful functions. You can
work faster and more
accurately with the TI-55-II,
because it's programmed
to perform complex calcula-
tions - like definite integrals,
linear regression and hyper-
belles - at the touch of a
button. And it can also be
programmed to do repetitive
problems without re-entering
the entire formula.

Included is the Calculator
Dedicated-Making Sourcebook.

It makes the process of using
the TI-55-II even simpler, and
shows you how to use all
the power of the calculator.
Get to the answers faster.
Let a TI-55-II
show you how.

Thank you for your support U of Penn.
Students! We now have two convenient
Kinko's to serve you better.

226 South 40th and 3923 Walnut St.
University Counseling Service
FALL 84 GROUPS-WORKSHOPS

- Becoming More At Ease in Social Situations
- Bulimia Support Group
- Controlling Test Anxiety and Stress
- Effective Communication: Improving Assertion and Listening Skills
- Enhancing Self Esteem
- Support Group for Gay Men
- Support Group for Incest Survivors
- Support Group for Lesbians
- Procrastinator's Group
- Unstructured Personal Groups
- Using Hypnosis and Self Hypnosis for Relaxation and Stress

Pick-Up Flyer or Call for dates & times

University Counseling Service
in the University City Area Call 898 7021

FALL 84 GROUPS-WORKSHOPS

- Controlling Test Anxiety and Stress
- Enhancing Self Esteem
- Unstructured Personal Groups
- Procrastlnator's Group
- Support Group for Lesbians
- Support Group for Gay Men

Listening Skills

University Counseling Service
in the University City Area Call 898 7021

Babson...a place for learning...a place for people
GUEST LECTURE SERIES

Theodore H. White, Author of "The Making of a President 1960"

Monday, October 23, 8:15 P.M.
Payson Auditorium

CASA VECCHIA
Italian Cuisine

Seafood, Pasta, Chops, Steak, Fowl, Salads

Complete dinners from $5.75
3910 Chestnut Street
387-1594

For Delivery in the University City Area Call 546-1566
1826 South St.

FREE Quart of Soda
with purchase of large pizza

Levi's 501's
$5.00 OFF SEPT. 22-30

CUBS FANS PLAN PARTY TO CELEBRATE PLAYOFFS

BY ANDREW SLAVIT
The magic number is now three.
"It's not ever until now's it's," said Barry Hausmann, an Engineer.
As a test of the Cubs' weekend and their Tuesday night victory, the tests were done for the tests.

But most Cubs fans are now won core, and they're feeling a Cubs final.

Finally, with a division title, they can hold the party at the University at night.

"It's a wonderful party for some long suffering Cub fans," said Bob Lebeau. A Cub fan's support is the main theme of any celebration.

He said earlier this week that the party is supposed to coincide with the Cubs' clinching the division, pointing out that any combination of three Cubs won or lost will clinch first place for the Cubs.

Lebeau said that all we welcome back to a similar situation in 1969 when the Cubs clinched the division, the Cubs took a large lead into mid-August and watched the Mets roll past them into a division and eventual World Series victory.

The last time the Cubs won the pennant and went to the World Series was 1945. They lost to the Detroit Tigers then, and the Tigers are favored to be the American League champions.

But Lebeau remains comfortable that the Cubs fans will not reflect their past.

"After we beat the Padres and the Tigers, there'll be more parties," Lebeau said. "There are plenty of Mets fans here — especially with Cubbie-come-fans."

If somebody should win the division, we still have a chance," he added. "It's not over until zero," in his words.

"I sent Met fans can come — as do Cubs fans," he said, voicing the feelings of many Mets fans.

Lebeau said that all are welcome back to the Cubs party. "Even Mets fans can come — as long as they're under control," he added.

The Cubs have now lost four games in a row. One thing this party may need is a lot of aspirin.

Middle East Research Institute

Work/Study Positions Available:
- Political research assistants
- Economic research assistants
- International Education through Satellites project assistant
- Library assistants
- General clerical and administrative assistants

University of Pennsylvania
382-7811

Casa Vecchia
West Philadelphia's Finest
Italian Cuisine

Seafood, Pasta, Chops, Steak, Fowl, Salads

Complete dinners from $5.75
3910 Chestnut Street
387-1694

Luncheon, Dinner, Late Evening Supper

DANCE & EXERCISE
AT THE ARTS LEAGUE

- Ballet
- Tap
- Modern
- Jazz
- Creative Dance
- Afro-Caribbean Movement
- Afro-Caribbean Dance
- International Folk Dance
- Brazilian Salsa
- Capoeira
- Cossone
- Yoga
- Aikido
- Brazilian Judo
- Tai Chi
- Oud
- Dance Lab
- Creative Dance
- Jazz Dance
- Hip Hop Dance

6-WEEK SESSION STARTS
WEEK OF OCT 1

- International House
- University City Arts League
- 330-283
- 4235 SPACE STREET — PHILA

MELECH ISRAELI FELLOWSHIP
A fellowship of Jewish and Gentile believers in the Messiah of Israel.
Friday, Shabbat Service - 8:00 PM
International House, 2nd flr.
3701 Chestnut Street
New London Style PIZZA
EV2-0508
EV2-1492

40th & Chestnut Sts
Philadelphia Pa. 19104

STEAKS, PIZZAS
GRINDERS
STROMBOLIS
SALADS
HOAGIES

We Deliver
(After 6:00pm)

STEAKS
HOT PIZZAS
GRINDERS
STROMBOLIS
SALADS
HOAGIES

We Deliver
(After 6:00pm)

Houston Hall
NON-WORK STUDY POSITIONS
NOW AVAILABLE
IN
HOUSTON HALL
DINING ROOM
CONTACT THE OFFICE OF STUDENT LIFE
ROOM 110 HOUSTON HALL
898-5552

We Believe Your Home
Should Be Your Sanctuary

Our futon mattresses are functional couches by day
and elegant beds at night. Our choice of solid wood
frames and high-quality mattresses is offered at
shockingly low prices. We offer delivery to your
house, apartment, dorm room, or office. Our
selection of beautiful fabrics will transform your
house or apartment into your very own sanctuary.

The Sanctuary
Futon Co.
217 Church St.
925-9460

Koch's Take Out Shop & Deli

Dear Freshmen, Sophomores, Juniors, Seniors, Grad. Faculty, & all branches of
the University of Pennsylvania & HUP:

We are looking forward to meeting the Freshmen and welcoming all others from the
past. We are still offering our mouth-watering and palate-pleasing sandwiches,
cold cuts, assorted salads, assorted cheeses, the finest quality of Kosher products,
extra thick milkshakes made with pure ice cream, New York cheesecakes and
assorted pastries, fresh bread and rolls, New York water bagels, challahs on Friday
and Saturday, coffee, tea, milk, juice, and soda.

Sincerely,
The Koch family

Koch's Take Out Shop & Deli

Lou & Bobby Koch

Store Hours
Mon 11-8
Tues 11-8
Wed CLOSED
Thurs 11-8
Fri 11-8
Sat 11-7
Sun 10-7

Telephone Orders Welcome
Orders accepted weekdays until 7
weekends until 6
Pick-up service
1 hour after

4309 Locust (Opposite Acme)
223-9660

Philly's largest outdoor cafe.
and only indoor dining garden.

- 9 Gourmet Entrees
- Creative Salads & Burgers
- Special Desserts & Coffees
- 25 International Beers
- Happy Hour Weekdays 5-7 PM
- No entree over $5

Eden Restaurant & Bar
3701 CHESTNUT STREET
AT INTERNATIONAL HOUSE
387-2471

After good thru Sept. 30, 1984
ATTENTION
WORK-STUDY STUDENTS!
REWARDING AND CHALLENGING POSITIONS ARE AVAILABLE FOR PEER-COUNSELORS
PEER COUNSELORS TO WORK WITH HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS AS ROLES MODEL AND ACADEMIC ADVISERS ARE NEEDED
FLEXIBLE HOURS
MOTIVATED STUDENTS
CAMPUS BASED TUTORIALS
TRAINING PROVIDED
Office Assistant and General Clerical Positions are available. Interested Work-Study students should call 898-3165 or visit the Upward Bound Program at 3537 Locust Walk.

OF SPECIAL INTEREST
- SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 22
HANDS-ON ROOMS
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 21
$200, $100 and $50 Gift Certificates for the Computer Shack RAFFLE
10:00 APPLE
10:00 DEC
10:00 IBM

EXHIBIT
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 21
10 am - 5 pm
Annenberg Center Lobby (37th and Walnut Sts.)

RAFFLE
$200, $100 and $50 Gift Certificates for the Computer Shack
Free-sign up at the Microcomputer Services table at the Exhibit

PANELS AND PRESENTATIONS FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 21
Annenberg Center

PRINCE THEATER
10:00 APPLE
11:30 IBM
1:00 PANEL: "How to Buy a Microcomputer: A Consumer Guide"
2:30 PANEL: "Buying A Microcomputer at Penn: Policies, Service and Support"
4:00 PANEL: "Microcomputing Across the University" - how different Schools are incorporating microcomputers in their programs.

STUDIO THEATER
DEC
MICROSOFT
"Network Development at Penn"
APPLE

HANDS-ON ROOMS - SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 22
Apple, DEC, IBM products available for trial Manufactures' representatives on hand to answer questions
APPLE - 10 am - 3 pm 105 Steinberg-Dietrich Hall
DEC - 10 am - 2 pm 116 Steinberg-Dietrich Hall
IBM - 10 am - 3 pm 108-109 McNeill

OF SPECIAL INTEREST To Faculty and Those Doing Administrative Computing "Faculty Grant Programs for Computing in Research and Course Development," David Stonehill, Vice Provost for Computing Friday, Sept. 21 1:20-3:30 pm 811 Vance Hall "Support for Administrative Users of Computing" Fancseca Seidita, Microcomputer Coordinator, University Management Information Systems (UMIS) Friday, Sept. 21 10:10-11:30 am 286 McNeill

SPONSORED BY MICROCOMPUTER SERVICES

PRINCE THEATER
"Buying A Microcomputer at Penn: Policies, Service and Support" (Continued from page 2)

STUDIO THEATER
"Network Development at Penn" (Continued from page 2)

PUC to show porn film (Continued from page 2)

"I think both candidates were very good," Lavenson said. "I feel very happy the process is over. I think she's going to do a very good job.

U. appoints prof new women's center head

(Continued from page 2)
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"I think both candidates were very good," Lavenson said. "I feel very happy the process is over. I think she's going to do a very good job.

U. appoints prof new women's center head
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Quakers open football season

(Continued from back page)

pussions along for you. I'm not so sure. Things move slower in the backfield. I'm looking at my legs, I'm relaxing. Last year, I did what the coaches told me to do. This year I understand the concepts better.

"Faulk's throwing very well," added quarterback Jim Concetta, who takes playing time with McLaughlin in both the backfield and at quarterback after recovering from shoulder surgery. "I heard some of their coverages aren't very strong against the deep pat-

"Defensively, Penn returns some good stuff," including All-American ca-

Generous Discounts - Penn Students, Faculty, Staff

STUDENTS: $5 off any performance / 50% off subscription series / 50% off Student Rush day of performance / FLUSH ON WED. SEPT. 26 ALL TICKETS $5 FOR

FACULTY/STAFF: $3 off any performance. 25% off subscription series

Call 899-6791 or Stop by box office
Field Hockey faces Dartmouth

By DAVID BRADFORD

Fifteen players and a healthy dose of enthusiasm gave the Penn women's field hockey a good start in their first game this season. The Quakers are hoping to build on that initial buzz when they take the field against Dartmouth on Saturday afternoon.

The Quakers have not played against the Big Green since 1980, but they hope to use that memory to their advantage.

The Quakers are looking to improve their record to 2-0 this season after winning their opener against Drexel last weekend.

Lights out set to scrimmage at Rutgers

By DAVE MILE

Rutgers轻重量级的球员们将在本周六与Penn展开一场热身赛。

The game is expected to be a high-intensity, fast-paced affair, with both teams vying for the upper hand in a variety of offensive and defensive strategies.

The Quakers are looking to bounce back from their loss to Princeton and are determined to take the win in this game.

Lightweights set to scrimmage at Rutgers

By MIKE GRUNDT

Penn轻重量级的球员们将在本周六与Rutgers展开一场热身赛。
**SPORTS**
September 21, 1984

**Green means go for the Quakers**

By DAVID GOLDBERG

There’s no way that the Quakers will be able to keep pace with Dartmouth’s Big Green. With only a couple of weeks’ practice under their belts, the Dartmouth defense will have plenty of time to settle in and get used to playing against the high-powered offense of the Quakers."

The Quakers will have to rely on their solid defense to try and keep the game close. But Dartmouth’s offense is too powerful for them to handle."

The Quakers did not have a good showing against Lehigh last week, but they expect to improve against Dartmouth. They have been working hard on their passing game and are hoping to use it to their advantage against the Big Green."

Despite the loss last week, theQuakers are still confident about their chances against Dartmouth. They believe that they have the talent and experience to pull off a victory."

**Soccer kicks off Ivy schedule**

In Round One, the Quakers faced off against Dartmouth at Franklin Field. The game was a tough one for both teams, but in the end, the Quakers emerged victorious. They scored two goals to win the game 2-0. This was a great start to the season for the Quakers and they are looking forward to the rest of the Ivy schedule.**"**"

**DP Swamis**

We started at the top. After all, who is more high and mighty than that bastard of height and mightyness, the Great Gazoo of Flinstones lore. That right, dumbums, we journeyed to Planet Zaxtos to question his greeness. And, to be blunt, we were shocked to learn that the voice behind his awesomeism was none other than Boring Harvey Korman. Boring and uncooporative."

But we did get a chance to speak to the leeches responsible for Harvey’s career — the William Morris Agency. They gave us their hands down that they were not interested in giving us a break on Harvey’s contract, but we are still hopeful."

We made more luck up in Beantown, home of the biggest and best green team in the world — the Boston Celtics. We could have talked to Larry Bird — that sultan of swan himself — but we all know that Bird ain’t no articulate kind of dude. So we rapped with his spokesman, Big Bad Bob, about the possibility of a deal."

But we’re not yet ready to give up hope. As in every situation, there is always the chance that something will change."

We will continue to keep an eye on this situation and report any developments as they happen.**"**"